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Yes! We ship a student kit to your address within 3-5 days of enrollment completion at no additional

cost. The kit contains a Classic Novel along with our Stories & Beyond Companion Workbook™ and

some interesting goodies for your child. 

All you need is a Laptop/ Tablet with good audio, video and microphone equipment and a stable

internet connection to start your child’s journey into a world of immersive reading and learning.

Q1. What makes Stories & Beyond different other learning platforms
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Q3.How long are your programs? How frequently do they take place ?
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S&B is certainly not just a regular english learning platform. We use language as a tool to build skills

that are difficult to teach in the school curriculum but have a lifelong significance and application for

students. These skills are called Life skills. Our "Raise a Reader" program is built around the

“SuperSkill of Reading”, which is by far neglected in our current education system, and how we can

leverage this wonderful SuperSkill to develop 26 Life Skills with our A2Z Reading Approach.

Apart from developing crucial skills, we also nurture mindsets of Growth, Empathy, Curiosity, Hard

Work, Kindness, Discipline, etc. through our stories and class discussions.

Q2. Will study materials be provided? What else will I require for the
classes ?

Our Raise a Reader Program is available in 4 formats that you can choose from: 1 month (Skill Set

Workshop), 3 months (Module) , 6 months (Combo Module) and 10 months (Annual). 

The classes are virtual and students have two prefixed sessions each week. The sessions are each for

1.5 hrs, broken down into 4 interactive and fun teaching segments with storytelling, skill set practices

and exciting group games. You can choose your batch days from 3 combinations (Mon-Wed / Tue-

Thu / Fri-Sat).
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Definitely, Yes! Our class sessions are live and interactive where all the students are encouraged to

speak, ask questions, and equally participate.

Q4. Can slot timings be changed after a couple of sessions ?

Q6. Can I reschedule my class in case of absence or leave ?

Maybe. Unfortunately we are often unable to change time slots between modules as we can’t

guarantee availability with other batches in the same age group with the same lesson plan. However,

you can reach out to your Program Coordinator and they will help you, if the possibility exists.

Q5. Can children ask doubts during the sessions ? 

We usually start our class sessions with a quick recap of the previous session. But if you do want a

personal session for your child, we can definitely try and accommodate the same at a small additional

charge. For further assistance, reach out to your Program Coordinator.

Yes. You can request for a change with feedback for the mentor and we’ll take it forward.

Q8. What are the payment options available? Is there an EMI option?

Q7. Can I opt for a mentor change after a few sessions ? 

We provide a One-time payment option or Flexi Pay (EMI) to be paid in 3 installments. For more

information, you can request our pricing chart on our Business WhatsApp 8818851200 by typing

“Pricing” in the chat.
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